
FREE CLIMBING

IV Successes past and future

[At this point the original lists a number of major routes in France, originally artificial,
which have recently been climbed free. Since some of these could only be completed after
exploratory studies of holds or moves, the author makes a plea for the introduction 01 a
7th degree-to indicate an adequate standard for a climber coming to them for the first
time. This, he says, is now necessary for an overall coherent grading system.]

Finally, let us say a few words about a subject which may lead to controversy,
but which should not be ignored. Some routes which are (more or less) 'artificial'
have been climbed free according to our definition of the term, and others will be
in the near future; this shows that they have been 'furnished', perhaps too
precipitately and without sufficient consideration. If such routes are nevertheless of
high degrees of difficulty (TD and ED) one could certainly envisage, in certain
cases, the removal of the equipment in place, which would bring these routes
nearer to their natural state. For the following adage seems to me to be true: if
pitons are not necessary for progression (and assuming that is what they have been
put there for) then there are often more pitons than necessary for safety.

It is true that for a natural sport, the natural state of the rock face would be
ideal. The ideal, yes, but for dreams ....

East Kulu 1977
Paul Bean

The orth of England Himalayan Expedition 1977 had for its objectives the first
ascent of Point 6187m and a new route on White Sail (Dharmsura) (6446m) by the
SW ridge. In the event, in addition to the above, a new route was also achieved on
Papsura (645Im). The party comprised Paul Bean (leader), Dawn Bean, Steve Barry,
Tara Chand, George Crawford-Smith, Barry Needle and Rowland Perriment.

Bad weather early on, bringing the snow-line down to a low level, meant
extended load carrying by an advance party of Paul Bean and Rowland Perriment.
By 19 May a base had been established on the E Tos glacier at 427 5m. After passing
a huge ice-fall they then set up Advance Base on 22 May at 4875m on the Papsura
glacier at the foot of the SW ridge ofWhite Sail.

The team split into 2 groups. On 25 May Paul Bean, Barry Needle and Tara
Chand bivouacked at the head of the Papsura glacier and next day, during 14
hours, climbed Point 6187m (later named Devachen). The route foHowed the S
couloir (50°) connecting with the W couloir (55°) and back on to the S ridge to the
summit at 11.15am. They regained Advance Base late that evening. Overall grade
AD~D.

Meanwhile the first attempt on the SW ridge of White Sail failed through illness.
A second attempt left on 27 May. Rowland Perriment and George Crawford-Smith
climbed an 800m snow couloir/ramp steepening to 55°, then followed the SW ridge
and bivouacked above a prominent serac bulge, which was later avoided on the left.
They reached the summit early next morning in thick cloud and then descended
back to Advance Base. Grade AD.
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EAST KULU 1977

Now 2 minor peaks near Advance Base received their first ascents and a new easy
route was followed to the summit of Angdu Ri (5940m) for the purpose of a survey
which we were undertaking.

In 1967 an expedition led by Robert Pettigrew made the first ascent of the
highest mountain in the area-Papsura (645Im) by way of one of the S couloirs and
the E ridge. This still awaited a second ascent. The most prominent feature of the
mountain, and in my opinion of the whole area, is the SW ridge, which starts from
the Papsura glacier as a vertical buttress of 300m, followed by another 450m of
rock with numerous towers and steps, gradually falling back to over 300m of snow
ridge split by a bergschrund and running right up to the summit. Originally we
thought that this route would be beyond our capabilities, but, after completing our
planned programme with time to spare, it was decided to make an attempt with the
very limited gear available. So Rowland Perriment and Barry Needle bivouacked at
the foot of the buttress on 31 May.

The 300m buttress was avoided on 500-550 mixed slopes (S face) gaining a
prominent shoulder. The crest was then closely followed with several very delicate
slab pitches of V+ and one of VI. Finally a tension traverse and a Grade VI pitch
led to near a bivouac ledge at 61 OOm. Next morning a few more mixed pitches were
climbed and then the snow-ridge, avoiding the bergschrund on the left, was
followed to the summit. A new route was then taken down the NW ridge leading
towards Oevachen (618 7m) and down a steep powder-snow gully on to the Papsura
glacier, where they bivouacked at 8.00pm. Next morning they met an anxious
expedition group coming up the glacier to look for them. The route of ascent was
given an overall grade of TO sup and would have been very difficult, under the
conditions, to reverse, whereas the descent route had been previously observed
during the recent ascent ofOevachen.

The expedition left Advance Base for the Kulu Valley on 4June.
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